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Meade Explains Theories R e ( j China T r a v e l e r Greene
Leading To Brainwashing
FEB. 28 - Associate Psychology

Professor Robert D. Meade explained this evening that brainwashing is the result of a mental
breakdown caused by a lack of intellectual stimulation.
Speaking at the first in the Senate's Lecture Series discussions,
the former Research Psychologist
for the Defense Department observed that the U. S. is ahead of
the Chinese Communists in brainwashing, which he referred to as
a "re-education technique".
The theories behind it do not Include brainwashing itself, Meade
insisted. Research started when a
Swedish ophthalmologist wanted to
see what a person observes when
for the first time after the removal
of a life-long cataract he looks out
on the world. According to Dr.
Meade, the observer has sharper
color perception but cannot distinguish shapes.

Directors Reveal
1-Act Play Casts
Donato Strammiello and Bruce
Jay, student directors of the Jesters, have announced the casts for'
the two one-act plays to be presented on March 7 and 9 In theWashington Room of the Student
Center at 8:15 p. m.
The cast of "Hold on Hortense"
by Courteline which is being directed by Junior Donato Stammiello,
consists of Dave Galaty, '64; Wilbur Hawthorne, '64; JohnWestney,
'64; Elias Karson, '63;FredKnier,
'65; and Jim Levlne, '65. Mary
Ann Przybycien of Hartford plays
the title role of "Hortense."
"Three Actors and Their Drama"
by DeGhelderode which is directed by Sophomore Bruce Jay, has
a cast consisting of Conrad Van
Der Schroeff, '63; Peter Mellon,
'66' William Eakins, '66; and Raymond Drate, '63. Gerda Schwartz
of West Hartford will play the
ingenue.
Following the performance on
Thursday, there will be a discussion on the theatre of the absurd between the actors and the
audience.
Tickets are available at the door
or at the Mather Student Center,

Some of these people learned to

distinguish shapes after awhile,
he said, but some, especially the
older' people, could never make
the adjustment.
This phenomenon was explained
by a professor at McGill University
in the 1940's, Meade continued.
This professor developed the neu- ,
rological theory that when first
developed, the billions of brain
cells are confused and only as they
have sensory experience do
junctions between nerve fibers
grow together forming the mechanism by which nerve impulses are
readily transmitted.
THOSE PEOPLE who are deprived of the use of their eyes
cannot easily develop these mechanisms since they have not been
influenced by external stimulation,
Meade explained.
The problem of brainwashing is
merely to reverse this building
up process, said Meade.
Dr. Meade referred to a study at
McGill done in 1954 in which
students were asked to stay in a
small dimly lit cubicle for two
days. The students wore translucent goggles, earphones, heavy
sleeves to restrict arm movement and gloves. Most students
could not stay more than two days,
he said.
According to Dr, Meade, many
students heard voices, saw nonexistent things especially a window, experienced psychotic episodes and exhibited confused
thinking. This mental deterioration lasted for some time after
they left the cubicle, he said.
This is the basis of brainwashing,
"man's great need for stimulation," Meade continued. A man
in this condition is ripe for the
brainwasher. First, he said, comes
a distortion of a basic idea, then
more and more until after two
weeks a man can be brainwashed
sufficiently.
"He cannot critically handle the
changes he is handed," Meade said.
"If a man is in solitary confinement for more than a month in
prison, we can predict he will never
be' the same man again," Meade
emphasized. "He is ruined. He will
never regain his social functions."

THE LADY IN THE SHEATH, Leslie Stark
catches the attention of the other Compass
players who will be performing tomorrow in
the Washington Room, 2 p. m. The Jesters
are sponsoring the group who perform politi-
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Felix Greene, world-traveler and Prime Minister Chow-En-Lai was
author, will deliver the fifth lec- the first granted a Western corture in the college lecture series respondent in many years.
"I went to China first in 1957,"
Monday, at 7:15 p. m. in the Chemistry Auditorium. He will discuss Greene said in Awakened China,
taking with me all the prevailing
"China Revisited."
Greene has in the last three assumptions and apprehensions
years traveled extensively in Red generally prevalent in the United
China. His new book, Awakened States. I expected to find a country
China, gives a report-in-depth of vast impoverishment and dreadfrom interviews and information ful squalor and disease . . . a peoobtained during his travel in China. ple embittered by the rigid coerIn a four-month trip in 1960, he cions of a police state. That was
traveled more than 10,000 miles the China I expected but it was
visiting Communes, hospitals, not the China that I found."
schools, prisons, and courts of
"No one can be in China for
law. His exclusive interview with more than a few hours without

All-College Average Rises;
QEDTopsFruternitiesAga in
MARCH 1 -The all-college average for the Christmas term rose
slightly from that of the previous
Christmas term, from 77.0 to
77.13, according to a report released today by college Recorder
and Statistician Mrs. Ruth- C.
Rogge.
QED led the fraternities for the
fifth consecutive semester with an
82.15 average, an Increase of 1.76
over their 80.39 of last year. Pi
Kappa Alpha took second fraternity
honors with a 79.26 average, a
slight decline from their 79.29
average one year ago.
The Brownell Club topped 10 of
the 11 fraternities with an 80.83
average.
, Other fraternity averages were
Theta Xi, 79.22; Phi Kappa Psi,
78.91; Alpha Delta Phi, 78.01;
Alpha Chi Rho, 77.57; Delta Phi,
77.05; Delta Psi, 76.44; PsiUpsilon, 76,44; Delta Kappa Epsllon,
75.94; and Sigma Nu, 75.8,2.
The senior class topped the others
with 48 men on the Dean's List.
Juniors were second with 37, followed by the sophomores with 32
and the freshmen with 12.
Dqan's List' eligibility was.
based on an accumulative semester
ayerage of at least 85.0. Students
on old curriculum have to carry
at least five courses unless on«
of these is a thesis course with
no grade until June. In those cases,

cal satire. Other week-end events include the
Junior Prom this evening, a Folk Song Fest
with Howie Mitchell, Sunday, 2 p. m., Washington Room, and the Trin-MIT basketball
game, Saturday evening, Field House.

'

eligibility is based on four January
grades. Under the new curriculum,
four courses must be carried.
Seniors also topped the college
with their class average of 79.55
though this average was slightly
below their 79.88 of a year ago.
Junior averages were 78.15, sophomores averaged 76.81 and the
freshmen 74.53,
The 480 fraternity men topped the
S54 independents (including freshmen and Brownell Club members)
78.08 to 76.31, while non-resident
students led resident students 78.0
to
76.97. Married students
scored 78.52 compared to single
students' 77.10.
According to the report, the average number of students per section
stands at 18.70, with 45 sections
containing from one to five students. There were only two sections with 81-85 students.

sensing-an almost tangible vitality
and an enormous optimism,"
Greene said.
"I came away certain that, whatever our view of it might be,
what was taking place in China
was one of the great historical
events of our era," Greene emphasized.
He feels that "with a variety of
hostile, friendly, or ambivalent
feelings, Asian leaders are watchr
ing the transformation of China
into a world power and are wondering when America will understand
and come to terms with this reality."
". . .China is a very inconsistent country," Greene continued.
"There's too much going on. The
country is full of experimentation.
And it's changing all the time."
"One important element in the
whole China picture is her feeling about us. China is deeply
involved with America. The intensity of her hostility colors her
world perspective and profoundly
influences her policies," he
said.
Speaking about the conflict between the United States and Red
China, Greene said that "out of
this mutual distrust has come
a tragic and almost total breakdown of communications."
Born in Britain, Greene has been
sent on a number of missions by
the British government. He originally came to America to head
the British Broadcasting Corporation staff here. Currently he heads
his own American importing firm
and considers himself an AngloAmerican.
A reception for the speaker will
be held following the lecture at
the Brownell Club at 84 Yernon
St.

Poet Root of Birch Society
To Consider 'RadicalRight*
An active supporter of the John
Birch Society will consider the
question "Who
Is the Radical Conservative?'1 in a Political Science
Club lecture in the Chemistry
Auditorium, 7:30 p. m., March 5.
Author, poet, and lecturer, E.
Merrill Root, whose books include Collectivism on'the Campus
and Braavwashlng in the High
Schools^ follows United States
Communist Arnold Johnson, who
defended the radical left here last
December.
"We look forward to a stimulating
evening in which the student, having
been exposed earlier to the far left
of the political spectrum, can now
hear the arguments of the far
right and weigh them for him self,"
Political Science Club President
Richard Schiro said.
Admission to the lecture is by
student identification card only.
Root's prose works include
The Way of All Spirit, Frank Harris: A Biography. He is also the
author of nine volumes of poetry,
the latest being Out of Our Winter,
The Light Wind Over, and Shoulder
the Sky.
'
His poetry has been praised by
leading critics, including Max
Eastman, New York TIMES, who
spoke of his "friendliness to the
reader," and said that he is the
superior of Whittier. His poems
appear in some forty anthologies
and text books.

Root, born
in. Baltimore,
Maryland, grew up in Providence,
Rhode Island where he attended
Classical High School. He was-graduated from Amherst College, Phi
Beta Kappa after having studied
under the poet Robert Frost.
He studied English at the University of Missouri and Theology at
'Andover and Harvard, but never
took an advanced degree.
Root has lectured widely at colleges and universities and in leadIng cities across the United States.
The Roots live on a 200-year-old
farm in Rhode Island. He now
devotes his time entirely to writing and speaking, after having
taught for forty years at E,arlham College, Richmond, Indiana, one of the three foremost
Quaker Colleges in this country.
CHAPEL
10 a.m. Holy Communion
5 p.m. Lenten Vespers:
The combined choirs of the
Ethel Walker School and
the Trinity College Chapel
under the direction of Clarence Barber and Madelene
Sal.
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Comments On Ben Reid Committee
To The Editor:
The report on the developments
In the Reid case since February,
1962, was factual and well written.
However, your reporter failed to
include two of my comments which
in our interview I stressed as being of great significance.
The first comment had to do with
the importance of student initiative. If it had not been for George
Will's intelligence and social con-

APFLETON & €©>X, INC.
INSURANCE MANAGER'S & UNDERWRITERS
INLAND and OCEAN MARINE

FIRE and ALLIED LINES
AUTOMOBILE PHYSICAL DAMAGE
MULTIPLE PERIL and COMPREHENSIVE POLICIES

Founders and Managers of the Washington General Insurance Corporation

111 JOHN STREET— NEW YORK 38, NEW YORK

TRINITY COLLEGE STUDENTS ONLY!
Individuals, Campus Clubs and Groups!

VULUJIBLE

Many Valuable Prizes to be awarded on this campus!

WHAT I am saying is that this
intensive and very wonderful working together with the lasting respect and friendship and sense of
accomplishment cannot develop
from an effort to "ban the bomb,"
important though that may be to
many people, or from a crusade
for world government. These proTo The Editor:
blems are too general and their
solution is not possible over the
• Cafeterias in all schools have been short range. On the other hand, the
criticized by dissatisfied students efforts of student committees to
ever since institutional cooking eliminate discrimination in certain
was initiated. I would like to add a specific areas and for certain
much needed criticism of our specific purposes (voting rights
Freshman Dining HalL This criti- would be a good example) do offer
cism I am sure has entered the opportunities for intensive joint
minds of many who have eaten
activity.
there.
It is true that one does not expect
the food at an institution to meet up
to the quality of home cooked
meals. But I sincerely feel that the
management could do something about increasing the quantity of the
food served. I do not wish to.go Into
details in this letter, but lam sure
that many of us have been and are
dissatisfied with the small portions
of meat, etc., which are served,
and with the restrictions imposed
on being served second helpings. I
am also sure that many of us have
been annoyed at having to leave the
Freshman Dining Hall dissatisfied
and hungry. I contend that we should
not have to buy extra food in the
Dining Hall in order to have a meal
suitable to what we have been used
to most of our lives. Since this is
our home through most of the year,
we should be fed in a manner similar to a well-fed home. If the quality of the food cannot equal that of
a home cooked meal, surely the
quantity can. I hope this criticism
will not be passed off lightly.
Allen Cooper '66

— DODQ DINNER

EROY
EMPTY PACK SAVING CONTEST NOW!
HERE'S ALL YOU DO: Just save empty Viceroy packs . . . win
one of these exciting prizes . . . by yourself or in a group. The
group or individual collecting the most Viceroy empty packs
wins first prize. Second prize goes to the second largest number of Viceroy empty packs collected . . . and so on. There's
a large assortment of prizes . . . all to be awarded on this
college campus. It's your contest! Plan to e n t e r . . . plan to
win. £tart saving Viceroy empty packs today! Ask your friends
to help you win by saving empty Viceroy packs for you.

Feb. 25 - The Young Democrats
have opened to campus sale tickets
to its March 8th dinner in Mather
Hall, announced Publicity Cochairman John Lemega,
One hundred tickets are available
for immediate sale to the Trinity
faculty and student body on a first
come first served basis for meal
(swbrdflsh or roast beef) priced at
three dollars. Another 80 tickets
have been reserved for guests from
outside the campus.
Tickets for the dinner maybeob' talned from any Young Democrat
or, immediately, from Robert
Schwartz, Box 186.

2 p. in., March 21, 1963
Entries accepted this date only

FIRST PRIZE—.Wilson "Sam Snead" Champ Golf Club Set—4 woods, 2-9 Irons,
Putter, and Bag.
SECOND PRIZE—RCA Model "Walz" Portable Hi-Fi Stereo Phonograph 4speed record changer.
—
THIRD PRIZE—RCA "Beachmate" Six Transistor Gift Pack Radio.

PERHAPS what we should have
is a joint student-faculty-administration committee to recommend
each Fall three or four very specific cases or areas of activity that
might lend themselves to the type
of the type of joint effort that led
to the commutation of Benjamin
Reid's death sentence. If a student,
faculty member, and administrator
limited himself to working on one
specific case each year, we might
find that at the end of the year four
or five problems had been solved
or been brought closer to solution
by the work of four or five joint
committees. The sense of accomplishment would be beyond description,
Albert E. Holland
Vice President
Trinity College

Spencer's
'Viewpoint'
To The Editor:
J. Ronald Spencer's "An Undergraduate's Viewpoint," in the current issue of the TRINITY COLLEGE ALUMNI MAGAZINE, deals
with the recent visit of the Communist Arnold Johnson in a manner
remarkably perceptive and understanding. His explanation of the
tragedy and the pathos these lost
idealists represent clearly expressed the thoughts of many of my
colleagues and myself on current
Communist philosophy. Each of my
acquaintances who read the article
did not fall to comment on its high
quality. If Mr. Spencer is an example of the Trinity man, the College may rightfully take pride in
itself.
Paul J. LaRocca '62,

GET COMPLETE RULES ANB TURN IN EMPTY PACKS AT

Mather Hall

be executed and who protested.
My second comment had to do with
the significance of the student-faculty - administration cooperation
in the Reid case. George Will has
gone into this matter in his fine
letter, but let me stress two points
from the point of view of a college
administrator. This kind of working together on matters of deep
social concern bears its best fruits
when there is a specific problem
to be solved. In addition, there
must be a degree of urgency to its
solution and the solution should be
achievable, if possible, within the
academic year.

Cafeteria
Criticized

YACHTS — AIR CARGO

WIN

cern, and if it had not been for the
support he received from Ronald
Spencer, Jerry Gough, David Wilson, Ralph Allen, Jack Chatfield,
Arthur McNulty, and other students, I am convinced that Benjamin Reid would not be alive today. It is true that the faculty and
administration members of the
Committee contributed an experience and an expertise the students
did not and could not be expected
to possess. What would have been
the use of our experience and r e search abilities if the students had
not pointed out to us the existence
of a possible gross injustice in
the case of Benjamin Reid? Therefore, by far the greater part of the
credit for helping to save Benjamin
Reid's life belongs to the students
who. found out that he was going to

1st PRIZE CANNES FILM FESTIVAL
• ALEC . > " "THE
[GUINNESS m LAOYKILLERS"
* (

At retail pric%«> f f "\*rorth of
food reaches destitute families in
Colombia in typical $1 Food Crusade packages subscribed through
CARE, New York 16, N.Y., Contents include 10 lbs. corn meal, 9
lbs. milk powder (makes 36 qts.),
3 lbs. shortening, 5 lbs. macaroni.

THE ONLY GRINDERS ARE

HOGGBES1 GRINDERS
At
1100 BROAD STREET
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Williams Scores Hattrick

Skaters Rout W. P. I. Sextet

FEB. 25 - The improving Trinity
hockey team won its third
by JOE MARTIRE
straight here today and came
FEB. 27 - The Trinity wrestling from behind to defeat W.P.I. 8-4
team concluded its short but on the loser's ice. The win was the
successful undefeated season today fourth of the campaign for the
by copping its third victory in visitors, who have also lost four.
Center Bert Williams was the
eight days with a 22-10 decision
• over the American School for the star for the Bantams, his third
goal midway through the second
Deaf in a scrimmage match.
period completing his hat trick and
Sophomore Joe Noyes (133) extended his victory streak to five
wins and recorded his third pin of
'the season, while 140 pounder
Francie Jacobs won his fifth
straight match by decision. Junior
Bill Daley, in the 157 pound class,
HARTFORD, CONN. — Ronald
pinned his opponent in the second
period to finish the season with a Johnson of Worcester, Mass., and
4-0 mark. Freshman Lindsay former New England sculling
Dorrier (150), and junior Mike champion has been appointed crew
Dearington (167) also finished the coach.
Through the efforts of the
wrestling campaign with unblemished 3-0 records. Dan Moore "Friends of Trinity Rowing," Mr.
(177), the only senior on the squad, Johnson, a textile machinery
was absent today and ended with a troubleshooter, agreed to become
Trinity's first appointed crew
2-0 mark.
He replaces Gordon
The finest dual scrimmage of the coach.
season was held Monday against Helander of New Haven who volunthe University of Hartford. The tarily coached Trinity rowers last
Bantam grapplers romped to 54-5 spring to an undefeated dual and
margin over the Hawks. Noyes, tri-anguiar; race season and to a
surprising third place in the covetJacobs, and Daley won two matches ed
Dad Vail Regatta
each, while Mike Malm (147), Mike for Philadelphia
the
nation's
small college
Fierstein (160), Mike Dawes(163),
Joe Martire (who lost a previous crews.
Mr. Helander's work prevented
bout), and Dorrier all pinned their
opponents. Bob Tomford (137) and him from returning this spring.
Mr. Johnson, a 27-year old army
Dan Moore won by decision.
The overwhelming success of the veteran, was stroke for three years
season, which was attributed to experience
and aggressiveness
rather than conditioning, and the
praises and encouragements of opposing coaches has led to spirited
interest to continue the informal
sport on an expanded basis next
winter.
Joe Martire,
the squad's
organizer and "part-time coach",
noted that the team had only four
workouts together prior to the first
match, but nevertheless wrestled
impressively. The team's talent
and desire made up for the lack of
training. All of the fourteen boys
who participated will wrestle in the,
intramural
tournament which
starts next week, except Vinnie
Fiordalis who suffered a shoulder
separation in the first match.

putting Trinity comfortably ahead
to stay. Also notable was the play
of freshman wing Frank Deland
whose two, goals and two assists
tied him with Williams at six
points for the day.
W.P.I, who is a member of the
hockey league that includes such
New England teams as Holy Cross,
started off fast as Tech center Tim

Ex-New England Champ
Named New Crew Mentor

on the Shrewsbury High School
crew and captain his senior year,
1956. He spent the summers of
1957 and 1958 competing in single
and double sculling events under
the tutelage of Walter Hoover, Jr.,
two-time
Olympian
and Pan
American champion. During this
period Johnson won various titles
including New England, Middle
States and New York Metropolitan
championships.
In the summer of 1960, while in
the army, Johnson's hopes for a
berth on the U. S. Olympic team
were dashed when his boat overturned in the semi-finals of the
trials. Since then he has spent
summers rowing and coaching and
two of his students are considered
among the nation's best lightweight
scullers and are holders of several
regional and national titles.

Baker scored two unassisted goals *
within the first six minutes.
Seventy seconds later, Williams
scored Trinity's first goal on a
pass from captain Dudley Clark and
Gary Millar soon tied up the contest
with a shot past W.P.I, goalie John
McCaffery. Deland got the assist.
For the next five minutes the teams
battled evenly, but with only two
seconds remaining in the period
Williams turned the tide with his''
second goal, being aided by frosh.
. wings Colin Studds and Jim Bird. ,
In the second period, Trinity continued to press and within two
minutes Deland made the score
4-2. At the seven minute mark Trin
goalie Bob Zolto's nemisls Baker
scored again, but Williams found
the range again just nine seconds
later to put the visitors up by two.
From this point on, it was all
Trinity as Bird scored towards the
end of the period, and Deland and
Millar added goals within the first
two minutes of the third period.
Trln goalie Zolto followed his
usual pattern of improving as the
game progresses and finished with
32 saves. McCaffrey was just a
bit more busy, foiling 35 Trinity
shots.
Coach Penn Hargrove said that
the team was helped by the fact
that the two offensive lines are now
equal In strength and may be substituted with no loss of power.

One of the
seven golden keys
to brewing

—UN

CONFERENCE-

Budweisen

FEB.- 22 - Political Science Club
members Richard Schiro, Stanley
Marcuss, Keith Watson, and James
Levine, guarded the interest of
Venezuela in. the Model United
Nations Conference at Georgetown University in Washington,
D. C.
The conference, organized in the
U. N. pattern, included debate on
such topics as "Colonialism," the
"Developing Decade," "Disarmament," and the perennial Red Chinese admission issue.
Commenting on the conference,
Schiro described the affair as
poorly conducted by the chairman. He said much time was
wasted in debate over whether or
not the admission of Red China
was a question for the General
Assembly or a credentials committee.

JIM THORPE*

THE MANLY ARTS
Football's just not the game
it was when Dad was yelling
himself hoarse over "Big Jim"
T h o r p e . New r u l e s have
sharpened the action, equipment is lighter, stronger. The
same holds true for the fans.
Gone are the Hoover collars
and the heavy fabrics. Now
the accent is on lightness —
style with comfort
W e at Stevens have changed,
too. But pur accent is still on
the individual. From oursmaii
beginnings in North Andover,
Massachusetts, in 1813, we've
become one of the world's
largest manufacturers of textiles. Daily, 35,000 Americans
turn up at our 55 mills from
Maine to Georgia and hundreds of others go to our sales
offices across the country, The
fact of the matter is, fabrics
are necessities and wherever
there's a need, there's a
Stevens salesman.
Yes, things have changed
since Jim Thorpe's day. To find
out precisely how much they(
have changed, plan now to talk
with the Stevens representative, E. Marshall Palnier, who
will be on campus March 6th.

A ISOth

Annivem,

Joe, Earl, and Jack

186-196]

BEST BARLEY MALT
haven't seen you
enough at the

Premium-priced barley malt—the best money can buy—is one
of the keys to that satisfying Budweiser taste. One more of
the seven special things we do to make your enjoyment of
Budweiser even greater!

BROOKSIDE

KING OF BEERS . ANHEUSER-BUSCH, INC. • ST. LOUIS • NEWARK • LOS ANGELES • TAMPA

Fine Fabrics Made in America Since 1813

J. R S T E V E N S * CO.. tNC.
1460 Broadway, New York 36, N. Y.
'ONE OF A SERIES: FOR A HANDSOME
PRINT SUITABLE FOR FRAMING, WRITE J. P.
STEVENS & CO., INC., DEPT. PO, STEVENS
BLDG., 1460 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 36, N. Y.
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Gish Stars For Trin

Rally Downs Brandels Five
by PETE JONZLER
FEB. 26 - Behind the prolific
scoring of Bill Gish, the Trinity
Bantams rallied from a 19-31 deficit to emerge victorious over
Brandeis 77-70.
For the first 15 minutes of the
game, Trinity could do no right.
After baskets by John Fenrich and
Bill Gish gave Trinity a 4-0 lead,
Brandeis reeled off 13 straight
points, -with guard Gary Goldberg
contributing ten of them on five
long jumpers.
During this period, Trinity tried
a man-for-manpress, butitproved
highly ineffectual, as Brandeis was
able to move the ball around for the
good shots. On the other hand,
ferandels's press forced the Bantams into innumerable errors.
They not only committed almost
every violation in the book, but
when they were able to get off
shots, they would miss four and
live in a row.

Union Mermen
Sink Swimmers

TRINITY then called a timeout, as the fans yelled for the
frosh. Their cry seemed warranted, as the Bantams still could not
get untracked. Shortly after the
time-out, Brandeis went on an
eight point scoring spree, as Steve
Heller and Steve Smith put in many
easy shots for the Judges.
With 4.30 remaining in the half,
Brandets led 31-19. Then Trinity
suddenly did an about face. Captain Brian Brooks hit two jumpers,
and this seemed to inspire the
team. Urged on by the vociferous
incantations of Dean Lacy, Trinity rallied behind Gish and pulled
to a 37-37 tie at halftime, as they
sank nearly 80 percent of their
shots in this span.
The second half started slowly,
as the Bantams seemed to have
lost their momentum. Then Gish,
who had 12 points in the first
half, put on another of his sparkling second half scoring displays.
Utilizing a long jumper and his
beautiful hook shot, Gish enabled
Trinity to move ahead to stay.
The Bantams broke a 50-50 tie
and moved to a 59-52 lead; thereafter Brandeis could get no closer

than two points, and that they accomplished only once. Much of
the credit must go to the Trinity
defense, which turned a first
half sieve into a tight defense
in the second half.
After the horrendous first 15
minutes, when the team shot well
under 30 percent from the field, the
team's shooting was excellent; and
they ended up with a fine 41 percent
for the entire game. Gish, playing
his finest varsity game, shot a
torrid 52 percent from the field in
garnering his 28 points.
Barry Leghorn, who shot only 33
percent, still managed to score 20
points, while Fenrich turned in his
usual fine job under the boards with
18 rebounds, as Trinity outrebounded Brandeis 48-28.
TRINITY
Gish
Leghorn
Ferich
Brooks
Uphoff
Swand»r

BRANDEIS
B F Pts
B F Pts
13 2 28 Springer
1 1 3
7 i 20 Heller
10 1 21
2 12 Clmino
1 3
1 IS
1 11 Smith
3 21
0 0 Goldberg
6 Kmper
0 0
Parrls
1 S
Epstein
0 0
Sharps
0 2
Ripps
0 0 0

Totals
3! 13 77 Totals
31 8 70
Scoe »» half time 37-37, tie.
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Theta Xi Cops B 'baII Crown
Defeating Sigma Nu9 60-48
FEB. 25 - Even though they have
no house to display it in, Theta Xi
won the intramural basketball
trophy here tonight as they downed
a taller quintet from Sigma Nu,
60-48. The contest was the playoff
between the champions of the National and American leagues.
TX captain Steve Bralove tallied
21 points for the Unicorns to take
high scoring honors, while Ron
Yates contributed 17. Yates also
held the Nu's high-scoring guard
Tom Halloran to 7 points.
Theta Xi possessed a slim 26-24
lead at the half, but in the first few
minutes of the second half Bralove
began to find the range. After
center Dan Saklad had brought SN
to a 35-30 deficit with a jump shot,
Bralove scored on a set and a
drive. Yates tallied a foul shot,
Bruce MacDougall followed with
a lay-up, and Bralove chipped in
two more jumpers to make the
score 45-30 at the midway mark.
From this point on, the teams
battled evenly until the last minutes
that saw the Nu's Bob Ebersoll
lead a rally that fell short.
The game started off very slowly
and after the first ten minutes the

score stood in the Nu's favor 7-3,
Buckets by Yates and Bralove tied
the count at nine apiece, and TX
increased their lead to 22-14 as
both teams began to find their
shooting- eye.
Behind the rebounding of substitute center John Pagnoni, Sigma
Nu rallied in the waning moments
of the half, a shot in the last two
seconds by Joe Sinicrope making
the score 26-24, Theta Xi.
Sigma Nu gained entry into the
finals even though they lost several weeks ago to the Jar vis Frosh.
The latter five was disqualified because several of their regulars
were found to be ineligible. Theta
Xi was undefeated in National League play.

—WES FITNESS
January 11 - THE WESLEYAN
ARGUS reported today Wes students a r e more physically fit this
year as compared with past performances.
While proficiency in only seven
events was tested this year, the
mean of all the scores placed
Wesleyan "well above" the 70th
percentile.

FEB. 26 - The Trinity mermen
succumbed to a strong Union team
here today losing their sixth
straight meet, by a convincing
60-35 score. For Union it marked
their ninth win in ten outings.
Trinity picked up its first points
in the 200 yard freestyle on a
second place finish by RijCh Ashworth behind the visitors' George
Shaner wjth a 2*06.1. The Bantams
got back into the meet moments
later when Dave Raymond broke
the college record in the 200 yd.
individual medley with a 2.24.3.
and Ian Smith copped third in the
same event.
However, at this point the New
Yorkers turned on their strength
and won the.diving, 200 yd. butterfly, and 100 yard freestyle, finishing one-two in the latter two
events. The Bantams were hurt by
the absence of butterfly artist
Dave Koretz and by the disappointing third place finish of Fred Prillaman in the 100 yard freestyle.
Dave Raymond followed with a
2.26.8 win in the backstroke, but
the loss of the 400 yard freestyle
relay clinched the win for the
visitors.

FEB. 27. - Westminster School
gained the Jiist two places of the
100 yard breastroke event to cop
an exciting 48-47 victory over the
Trinity freshman swimmers here
today.
The visitors won the first two
events, but first place finishes
by Jim Emmet, Tony Bougere, and
captain Jeff SecWer put the
Bantams ahead until the breaststroke event, turned the tide.
400 Medley reJay; 1. Union (Garrison,
«rant,
Bmrvfsrd,
Papannlcann),
t,
1:13*
200 yd. Freestyle: 1. Shaner ftJ), 2.
Mhvrorrh (T), 3. Evans (U), t, 2:06.1.
• " * » Freestyle: 1. Prlllaman (T),
t m>k IV), 3. Espenscheld (U), t,
JSJ.
MS ML Individual Medley: 1. Raymond
1 Bernhartf CU), 3. Smith (T),
"
J-.6U (New .college record).,
Bm$:
1. Morrison (U), 2. Ewing
Ih * Warmflash (U), Winners Points,

jf57

Butterfly: 1. Schneider (U),
(U) 3. Havaer (T), t, 2:33.9.
m W : F r m t v h : 1. Schauor ( U ) ,
I * » * * (U), 3. PrlHaman (T), t, 51.9.
, * • W. Backstroke: 1, Raymond ( T ) ,
t ftwrtson (U), 3. Corvell I T ) , 1, 2:24.8.
S i yd. Breaststroke: 1. Grant ( U ) ,
(T), 3. McLagan (T), t, 2:33.1.
Freestyle Relay: 1. Unlori
Boles, Evans, Schneider),
$i yd. Freestyle: 1. Ashworth <T),
fc «Wuer (U), 3. Carol!! ( T ) , t, «:W,3.

CHESTER'SBARBER

SHOP

389 NEW BRITAIN AVE.

A midwestern college audience recently heard this answer in
a talk by A, T. & T. Board Chairman, Frederick R. Kappel
"To us this is an important question because we hire
nearly 3000 college graduates yearly. To get an answer
we went to our own files and examined the records of
nearly 17,000 people. We checked each man's comparative success against what he achieved in college.
. "As a group, the scholars won handily. Of the men
who stood among the top third in salary for their level
oi experience, more than half were also in the top third of
'their college class. Only a quarter were in the bottom third.
"And contrary to age-old beliefs, extracurricular activities pro\$gd a lesser indicator unless the individual had an
outstanding achievement. Mere 'joining' was not enough.
"The study indicates, at least as far as the Bell System
goes, that there's little opportunity for college students

who practice 'diplomaship'—the belief that a diploma
automatically leads to job success. Such thinking will
not make telephone service what we know it can be.
"The men we want are men with intelligence plus
those other attributes that give you the feel, the sense
that they will make things move and move well—men who
want to excel and are determined to work at it.
"Nothing short of excellence will do."
FREDERICK R. KAPPEL, Chairman of the Board

American Telephone and Telegraph Company
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